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Abstract

This research work is intended to propose a novel single stage three port converter named boost bidirectional buck with buck boost converter (B4C) for interfacing the Photovoltaic (PV) port, battery port, and load port simultaneously in a power system. The major advantage of the proposed converter topology is the single-stage power conversion which improves the overall effectiveness of the converter. In order to minimize the current conduction losses, the proposed converter is designed with minimal number of power devices. Finally, the performance of the proposed system is simulated in MATLAB and the simulation results are verified by implementing a prototype hardware model. In both cases the converter output voltage is maintained constant when the battery is charging and discharging condition. Moreover, to prove the dynamic performance of the proposed converter based on the overall component count, losses and efficiency a control method based on three domain distribution is also proposed. The simulation results proved that the proposed converter works satisfactorily in all the three-domain distribution methods wherein the load voltage is regulated in all power flow situations.
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1. Introduction

The drastic increase in global energy demand and the rapid depletion of traditional fossil fuel resources, has resulted in solar energy becoming one among the most popular renewable energies [1]. But, because of the changing environmental condition like temperature and solar irradiation, the P–V characteristics curve shows inconsistent Maximum Power Point (MPP), thus imposing a challenge to the tracking issue. In addition, the situation becomes more complex when the array is treated to partial shading, i.e., a condition where a portion or the entire module of the PV array gets non-uniform insolation [2]. The sudden variation of solar insolation has led to the reduction in the rated solar power and the respective P–V curves are illustrated in Fig.1. As a consequence of this recent trend, the focus is on the backup powered system in order to meet the load requirement. The converter requires to make sure that the demanded power stays within the limit of the maximum availability to avoid any failure, shut down, or damage [6]–[10] and an efficient converter is necessary for satisfying this operation.

During the partial shading condition, few techniques supporting the backup source were studied in [3]–[5]. This paper evaluates a super capacitor or battery as energy storage device and a bidirectional dc/dc converter were employed to meet up with the power demand. Among the different arrangements of photovoltaic technology, a stand-alone photovoltaic (PV)-battery-powered backup system can be used in different kinds of applications [6], [7].

A rechargeable battery is generally brought into use in the system for saving energy when the solar energy that is produced exceeds the energy which is required by the load. The stored energy can be useful for maintaining the system operation during the shading to the PV panel.

The fundamental two stage single-phase power conditioning system has been considered in general and been analyzed in several technical papers [8]–[11] as indicated in Fig. 2. Nonetheless, the basic two stage single-phase power conditioning system faces setbacks like as being heavy, uneconomic, and inefficient owing to its cascaded power conversion stages (i.e., Unidirectional and Bidirectional).
Modular structured single stage bi-directional converter concepts are in trend for the purpose of reducing costs and providing high reliability. This trend impacts dc–dc battery tied bidirectional converter topologies in a significant manner in terms of minimizing the size and number of semiconductor devices like metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET), insulated–gate–bipolar–transistor (IGBT) etc., as in fig 2b. Currently, three-port converters, interfacing one PV port, one bidirectional battery port, and one load port of a PV-battery dc power system, are good options for such renewable power system, specifically for spacecraft power supply system. Due to the high power density and the benefit of high efficiency of the three-port converters, it has drawn considerable research interest towards various kinds of applications [12]–[15].

The topology presented in [16] and [17] comprises of two bidirectional boost converters, where the outputs are connected in parallel and also share the output capacitor. This topology characterizes higher efficiency, though the voltage of the PV and battery port must be lower rather than that of the load port, and causing the output current controlling and current sharing to be tedious. In [18], a three switch bidirectional topology was proposed. The current of all the three ports is contiguous, and the switch number is optimized, thereby gaining a more compact design. In [19]–[21], the simple and cost efficient approach that is based on a buck or a buck-boost topology was introduced. But, these converters do not have power flow path for charging on connecting a battery, and hence not suitable for a PV-battery dc power system.

The converter presented in [22] can interface between two unidirectional input power ports and a bidirectional port for a storage element. Only two power inductors have been used; however, the number of MOSFET and power diode goes up to eight. In [23], a three port converter with high-voltage gain has been presented, and the port current of the converter on the low-voltage side can be continuous. But, semiconductor power devices reaches seven, which will, in turn make the whole system design complicated. In [24] a modified three port type single stage converter (B3C) has been presented as shown in Fig. 3, a fundamental single stage battery that is tied to bidirectional converter has been proposed, consequently the converter works in CCM mode, the components and current conduction devices are also maximized during complete operation, however at an instant of battery charge and discharge the losses incurred; hence attaining high efficiency is complicated here.

In this paper to alleviate above mentioned problems the new topology boost bidirectional buck with buck boost Converter (B4C) is proposed, and its working principles are presented in Section II. The detailed modelling and design formulation is provided in Section III. In Section IV, the B4C control strategies for different domains are explained. Section V provides the Mat Lab simulation verifications and efficiency of proposed B4 converter compared with conventional B3 converter to be analyzed.

**II. Proposed Methodology**

The proposed B4C schematic diagram is given in Fig. 4. It chiefly consists of boost converter and bidirectional buck with buck boost converter (B3C). Here, the input inductor (L1), diode (D1) and switch (S1) (boost converter) is utilized for extracting the maximum power from PV panel by making use of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm.

In addition, B3C arrangement comprising of diode (D2), buck boost inductor (L2), switch (S2), buck inductor (L3), standalone battery powered backup supply and...
output capacitor ($C_{o}$) is illustrated in Fig. 4. Here, B3C is employed for maintaining the constant output voltage ($V_{o}$) arising due to mismatch between the production and demand. When the demand goes beyond than generation, ($V_{o}$) drops from its reference value, subsequently battery will discharge in order to provide for the additional demand. Just like that, when the demand is less than generation, ($V_{o}$) increases over its reference value, and then consequently the battery will charge in order to absorb the additional power. Buck–boost converter is utilized as a bidirectional converter for the purpose of enabling the bidirectional power flow between load and battery.

The chief achievements of this proposed B4C are as given: 1) Current in the proposed B4C is in discontinuous conduction for improving the life time of the battery. 2) Owing to the single-stage power conversion existing between PV and load ports or between battery and load ports, the effectiveness of the converter gets highly improved. 3) The converter design along with minimal number of components is introduced for reducing the current conduction losses. 4) On the basis of the three-domain load voltage control method, the load voltage is regulated always with high quality in all power flow situations.

Working Principle of Proposed B4C

Based on the relationship that exists between PV generation power and load demand power, B4C will operate in different power flow modes.

The principles of circuit operation and analysis are given assuming the following: 1) All switches are assumed to be in ideal state; 2) the capacitors are sufficiently large such that the voltage ripples because of switching can be neglected and could be considered as constant voltage sources. On the basis of the assumptions above, the converter operation during one switching cycle can be segregated into five unique intervals and the respective equivalent circuits at different operation intervals are illustrated in Fig. 5 (a-e).

**Mode 0**

When switches ($S_1$) is in “ON” and ($S_2$) is “OFF” condition, the input side inductor $L_1$ starts to charge, and current $i_{L1}$ increases as shown in Fig. 5a.

**Mode 1**

This mode is the DCM of operation since the current in inductor $L_2$ becomes zero, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). Once switches ($S_1$) is in “ON” and ($S_2$) is “OFF” condition, the input side inductor $L_1$ starts to charge, and current $i_{L1}$ increases.

**Mode 2**

When switches $S_1$ is in “OFF” and ($S_2$) is “ON” condition, the current in PV array $I_{PV}$ and current in input inductor $i_{L1}$ discharges to the output capacitor $C_o$ and battery through diode $D_1$, as illustrated in Fig. 5(c), when at the same time the output voltage $V_L$ continues to make an increase in this mode of operation.

**Mode 3**

When switches ($S_1$) is in “OFF” and ($S_2$) is “ON” condition, the output capacitor $C_o$ begins charging from current in PV array and inductor $L_1$, through diode $D_2$, and switch $S_2$, when simultaneously the inductor $L_2$ begins charging via the switch $S_2$ and inductor $L_3$, and current $i_{L2}$ increases as shown in Fig. 5d.

![Fig. 4 Proposed B4 converter schematic diagram](image-url)
Mode 4
When switches \((S_1)\) is in “ON” and \((S_2)\) is “OFF” condition, as per the higher potential of diode \(D_2\), diode \(D_1\) is reverse biased. Whereas the inductor \(L_1\) begins discharging via diode \(D_2\), in order to charge the output capacitor \(C_o\), and the output voltage \(V_L\) increases as shown in Fig. 5e.

Fig. 5e. Mode 4 operation stage of proposed B4C

Design Procedure of B4C

Design of inductors and output capacitor

Assuming that an ideal lossless converter operates in the steady state and operates in the discontinuous conduction mode (DCM), the design procedure of proposed B4C is analysed based on following mathematical equation.

**Design of input inductor or boost inductor \((L_1)\)**

\[ L_1 = \frac{V_{in}D_{sw}}{f_{sw}\Delta L_1} \]  

Where, \(D\) is the duty cycle i.e. \(D = \frac{V_L - V_{in}}{V_L} \), \(V_{in}\) denotes input voltage from panel, \(f_{sw}\) denotes switching frequency of the carrier signal, similarly \(\Delta L_1\) represents ripple current of inductor \(L_1\).

\[ \Delta L_1 = \frac{V_{in} - (V_{L1} + (i_{L1} + R_L) \cdot T_s)}{1} \]  

Where, \(V_{L1}, i_{L1}, R_L\) and \(T_s\) denotes voltage and current across the inductor \(L_1\), load resistor and total time respectively.

Here \(i_{L1} = \frac{V_L}{R_L}\)
Assume average voltage of inductor \(V_{k1} = 0\), Where \(V_L\) denotes Load Voltage.

**Design of buck boost Inductor \((L_2)\)**

\[ L_{2(BUCK)} = \frac{V_{L2}(V_{in(max)} - V_L)}{K_{ib}f_{sw}(V_{in(max)} - V_L)} \]  

Where \(V_{in(max)}\)represents maximum input voltage generated from PV panel at standard test 1000 W/m² Irradiation Condition (STC). \(i_b\) Represents output current (rated Load Current), \(K_{ib}\) denotes estimated co-efficient i.e. amount of inductor \(L_2\) ripple current relative to the maximum output current (0.2 < \(K_{ib}\) < 0.4).

Similarly,

\[ L_{2(BOOST)} = \frac{V_{in(min)^2}(V_L - V_{in(min)})}{f_{sw}K_{ib}i_{L}V_L^2} \]  

Where \(V_{in(min)}\) denotes minimum input voltage, i.e. input voltage generated from PV panel at low irradiation condition. Similarly, inductor \(L_3\) design is equivalent to the buck boost inductor \(L_2\).

**Design of output capacitor \((C_o)\)**

\[ C_o = \frac{\Delta V_L}{f_{sw}4\Delta V_L} \]  

Where \(\Delta V_L\) represents desired output voltage ripple.

Switching current calculation of \(S_1\) and \(S_2\)

The power device can be selected by considering some acceptable voltage and current margins. The current value of switching devices is calculated by following equations.

\[ i_{S1} = \frac{\Delta i_{max}}{2} + \frac{i_L}{1 - D_{max}} \]  

Where \(\Delta i_{max}\) and \(D_{max}\) denotes maximum ripple current and maximum duty cycle respectively.

\[ \Delta i_{max} = \frac{V_{in(min)^2}D_{max}}{f_{sw}K_{ib}i_{L}V_L^2} \]  

Similarly,

\[ i_{S2} = \frac{\Delta i_{max}}{2} + i_L \]  

Here \(\Delta i_{max}\) represents minimum duty cycle.

Based on the equations above, values of all the inductors can be selected according to the current ripple specification, and the values of all the capacitors can be selected according to the voltage ripple specification.

Proposed B4C Control Strategy

Usually, the load port of the converter must be regulated tightly to satisfy the load requirements, the PV port has to deploy maximum power tracking in order to harness the maximum energy when the load power is bulky, and the battery port charging current should be controlled in order to implement the battery management.

Two control degrees of freedom are required to implement those tasks. One of them regulates the load port current for load port voltage regulation or controls the PV port voltage, thus making PV operate in MPPT mode. The other freedom has the control over the current of \(L_1\) in order to regulate the charging and discharging power with the goal of battery management realization when sunlight or load port voltage varying conditions. In this paper, the first control degrees of freedom is having the control over the load port current or the PV port voltage by PWM-\(S_1\), and the other freedom is controlling the bidirectional current of \(L_3\) by PWM-\(S_2\).

Fig. 6 illustrates the control diagram and modulation technique for the proposed converter, where \(V_{PV}\) refers to the output of the MPPT algorithm (employing the perturb and observe method), \(V_{IVRC}\) represents the PV input voltage regulation controller, for output voltage regulation, the output voltage is measured and the comparison is made with a voltage reference (whose voltage will always be a
The voltage difference, or regulation error, is amplified in accordance to the proportional and integral gains of the output voltage regulation controller (OVRC), delivering a control voltage referred to as $V_c$. $i_{L1}$ represents the output current of the converter’s load port, OCRC denotes the bus port of output current regulation controller.

IBAT_REF and VBAT_REF are the output of the battery management unit (BMU) whose function is the control of the battery’s constant current or constant voltage, IBAT denotes the battery charging or discharging current (bidirectional current measuring used here), and BVR and BCR are the corresponding battery voltage regulation and battery current regulation.

As per the domain distribution as illustrated in Fig. 7, solar irradiation 1000w/m2 refers to the proposed converter functions in Sun Domain (SD), when the solar irradiation suddenly is reduced from 1000w/m2 to 500w/m2 owing to environmental conditions. The proposed converter operates in Minimum Battery Charge Domain (MBCD), subsequently during night time (no irradiation from the sun) the proposed converter operates in Maximum Battery Discharge Domain (MBDD). The converter in these three domains performs on the basis of solar irradiation; therefore, the load voltage can be regulated, and the modes can be adjusted automatically as per the power conditions of each port. These three respective domains results are examined below in detail.

### Table 1 B4C topology simulation specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>180W PV panel design specification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short circuit current at reference condition</td>
<td>5.48 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short circuit current at reference condition</td>
<td>43.6 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open circuit voltage at reference condition</td>
<td>35.8 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open circuit voltage at reference condition</td>
<td>35.8 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPP voltage at reference condition</td>
<td>5.03 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPP voltage at reference condition</td>
<td>0.1133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPP current at reference condition</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPP current at reference condition</td>
<td>1800W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series resistance Rs</td>
<td>0.1133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irradiance at standard test conditions (STC)</td>
<td>1800W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell temperature at standard test conditions</td>
<td>25 _ C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum power @ STC</td>
<td>540W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input output specification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input power (three 180W panel connected in series configuration)</td>
<td>220W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load power</td>
<td>200V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load voltage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. Results and Discussions

The performance of the proposed B4C is modelled in a matlab / Simulink environment making use of the Sim Power-System Toolbox. The proposed converter performance is analysed under dynamic solar irradiation conditions. Parameters like Panel power(P_PV), Load power(P_L), Battery power(P_BAT), Load voltage(V_L), then (i_{L1}), (i_{L2})and(i_{L3}) current flowing through the inductors$L_1,L_2$and$L_3$ respectively, and then finally state of charge in the battery (SOC) of the proposed converter are assessed in order to show its proper functioning. The converter input and output specifications employed for the simulations are provided in Table 1.Furthermore, dynamic irradiation based domain distribution is illustrated in fig 7.

As per the domain distribution as illustrated in Fig. 7, solar irradiation 1000w/m2 refers to the proposed converter functions in Sun Domain (SD), when the solar irradiation suddenly is reduced from 1000w/m2 to 500w/m2 owing to environmental conditions. The proposed converter operates in Minimum Battery Charge Domain (MBCD), subsequently during night time (no irradiation from the sun) the proposed converter operates in Maximum Battery Discharge Domain (MBDD). The converter in these three domains performs on the basis of solar irradiation; therefore, the load voltage can be regulated, and the modes can be adjusted automatically as per the power conditions of each port. These three respective domains results are examined below in detail.

### 3.1 Sun Domain

The solar generation power is enough to supply for the load and for charging the battery, as indicated in

$$P_{PV} \geq i_{BAT-CMD} \times V_{BAT} + P_{L} \tag{10}$$

Where $V_{BAT}$, $i_{BAT-CMD}$ denotes the battery voltage, battery current and command of battery current respectively.

Figure 8 and 9 clearly depicts the proposed converter functions in SD. Assume the maximum irradiation (1000w/m2) is received, the respective panel power (540 W) is illustrated in fig 8(a). The load power and load voltage is kept at 220 W and 220 V respectively as indicated in figure 8(b) and 8(d). The additional power of panel (300 W) is stored efficiently in the storage battery as per the command of battery management unit as shown in figure 8(c). As seen from the figure 8(c) the negative sign is an indication that the, storage battery receives the energy from the panel. In addition, the current flowing through the inductors ($L_1-L_3$) and state of charge in the battery for verifying the proposed
The solar generation power is sufficient to supply the load and not adequate to charge the battery, as is indicated in

\[ P_L = P_L \]  \quad (11) \]

Where \( P_{PV} \) and \( P_L \) denotes the Panel power and load power respectively.

Fig. 10 and 11 clearly depicts the proposed converter functions in MBCD. Here the medium irradiation (500w/m²) is focused; the respective panel power (234W) is illustrated in Fig 10(a). The load power and load voltage is maintained at 220 W and 220 V respectively as indicated in Fig 10(b) and 10(d). Owing to medium irradiation of solar panel the proposed converter is not capable of charging the battery sufficiently, and the respective battery power is indicated in figure 10(c). Furthermore, the current flowing through the inductors \( (L_1-L_3) \) and state of charge in the battery in order to verify the proposed converter operating in MBCD is shown in Fig. 11(a)-11(d) respectively.
3.3 Maximum Battery Discharge Domain

There is absence of power from solar (during night time); hence battery should supply the load power demand, as shown in

\[ P_{PV} \leq P_L \]  

(12)

The proposed converter operates in the MBDD as illustrated in Fig 12 and 13. The load port voltage will be regulated by adjusting the discharging current accordingly. The discharging current will be controlled in order to meet

\[ P_{PV} + I_{\text{dis}} \cdot V_{\text{BAT}} = P_L \]  

(13)

Where \( I_{\text{dis}} \) is the discharging current of the battery.

Here no irradiation from the solar panel is taken into consideration as shown in Fig 12(a). The load power and load voltage is maintained at 220 W and 220 V respectively as indicated in figure 12(b) and 12(d). Owing to the unavailability of power from solar panel the proposed converter works in MBDD. The battery powered backup supply must be able to support the load port power enough, and the respective battery power is illustrated in Fig. 12(c). In addition the current flowing through the inductors (\( L_1-L_3 \)) and state of charge in the battery for verifying the proposed converter operating in MBDD is shown in figure 13(a)-(d) respectively. Based on the analysis above, the operation mode can be decided as per the current energy conditions like available solar power, load demand power, and battery management command.

Comparative Analysis of Proposed B4 Converter with Conventional B3 Converter

A brief components comparison of the proposed B4Cconfiguration with the B3C configurations is tabulated in Table 2. It shows the total number of devices (Switch—S, Diode—D, Inductor—L, and Capacitor—C). As seen from the Table 2 The proposed B4C has comparatively lower number of components and least number of conducting devices when the B4C is operating in different distribution domains, resulting in the overall converter size minimization and improving the suitability of the proposed B4C.

Table 2 component comparison of B3 and B4 converter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>No of Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONVENTIONAL B3 CONVERTER (25)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPOSED B4 CONVERTER</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*denotes including anti parallel diode of MOSFET

Similarly a brief (Losses, Component Conduction and Efficiency) comparison of the proposed B4C with the traditional B3C when working in different distribution domain (Fig. 7) is tabulated in Table 3.
Table 3 Comparison of component conduction of B3 and B4 converter when operating in different distribution domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>Conventional B3 Converter [24]</th>
<th>Proposed B4 converter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current conduction Devices when converter operates in SD</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current conduction Devices when converter operates in MBCD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current conduction Devices when converter operates in MBDD</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Component conduction counts when converter operates in all distribution domains</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses when converter operates in SD</td>
<td>32.4W</td>
<td>19.98W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses when converter operates in MBCD</td>
<td>9.8W</td>
<td>12.87W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses when converter operates in MBDD</td>
<td>11.54W</td>
<td>10.84W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Losses when converter operates in all distribution domains</td>
<td>53.74W</td>
<td>43.69W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Efficiency when converter operates in all distribution domains</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident from the table, that the proposed B4C performance is superior in comparison with the conventional B3C when operating in all different distribution conditions.

Fig 14. Voltage during boosting operation

The simulation output of the converter voltage (Vc) during boosting operation is shown in Fig.14. From the output it is evident that, Vc increases and settles at 18 V, which confirms the boosting operation of the system. The same is compared with the measured hardware results and found to be satisfactory.

IV. Hardware Implementation

Hardware Implementation is done by constructing a prototype model (Fig.15) with normal power supply unit, a driver circuit which consists of a transistor BC 547 is capable of handling 500 mA. Optocoupler is used to emit the input. This input is regulated by the voltage regulator IC 7805 and this regulated output is given to MOSFET for switching operation. The output from the driver circuit is fed to the control unit consists of a controller DSPIC 3074011 it is a 40 PIN IC. Capable of handling 5 V supply. A 20 mHz oscillator is used to reduce the execution time. The successful verification of the hardware model output against simulation, proves the results such that when the battery is charging, boosting operation is performed and the converter output voltage level is increased to 18 V. When the battery is discharging with a help of buck with buck boost converter, the output voltage level is also maintained constant at 18 V.

Fig 15. Hardware Implementation of B4C

Fig 16. Battery Charging

Fig 17. Battery Discharging

V. Conclusion

In this paper, a boost bidirectional buck with buck boost Converter (B4C) and its operation stages, consequently control method have been proposed by interfacing a PV port, a battery port, and a load port (three port) simultaneously. The working principle and design procedure of the proposed B4C has been analysed in detail. Furthermore the three domain distribution control based simulation results has been given for evaluate the dynamic performance of proposed B4C. Finally, effectiveness (overall component count, losses and efficiency) of the proposed B4C topology has been observed to outperform the conventional B3C topology. The proposed topology can be applied in several applications such as electric vehicles, street light, micro inverter system, and so on.
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